We are Ataccama, a Czech-Canadian company, which has been doing global business
for the past 10 years from Prague and Toronto. We are developing a software
platform to help our Fortune 500 and other clients process, manage, and monitor
(big) data. We always work with the latest technologies and have built one of the
largest tech communities in Prague (CS HUG).
You’ll never be bored with us. Aside from interesting work in our new Karlín office,
you’ll also find skateboards (for fast travel around the office), bikes and electro
scooters (for fast travel outside the office), an Xbox, and lots of like-minded board
game and sport enthusiasts. Ready to join us?

Do you want to learn new things every day? Come to Ataccama, analyze user
requirements, design test scenarios, and develop automated tests. As a QA Engineer,
we'll appreciate some SQL and Linux shell experience, but if you're familiar with even
more environments, that's great too!
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Understand user expectations and essential product features. Focus on the
completeness of feature descriptions and testability during early stages of
product development.
Help us to achieve and maintain the high quality of daily releases. Discover new
test automation technologies for web application testing, online and batch
interfaces, and various backend components, without leaving performance and
security tests behind.
Work with the best tech. Our tests are based on Selenium, JUnit, JMeter and
others, but we are always open to new ideas. Nothing is set in stone.

You approach testing in a careful, systematic way based on your extensive
knowledge of user needs.
You are passionate about tech. If you have a stack of technology related
literature at home, you'll find yourself in good company here at Ataccama.
You see challenges as opportunities. Why wait for a task list when you can start
innovating right away?
You can effectively and comfortably communicate with English-speaking teams
located around the world.

Windows and Linux environments
SQL and relational DB basics
Linux shell commands
Testing automation of complex web and backend applications
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Java
XSLT, XSD, XPath
Oracle, PostgreSQL, MS SQL
Perl or any other scripting language
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Co-build a cutting-edge B2B Big Data platform
Flexible working hours
Experienced team to support your professional growth
Chill & relaxed work environment
Education (language courses, conference tickets, a well-stocked office library)
“Unlimited playground” (We want you to be in the best place for you. There is
room to switch to another team within the company if you feel it’s the better
challenge for you.)
Hardware of your choice
Office bikes, skateboards and electric scooters
Legos, a playroom with an Xbox, a 3D printer
Excellent coffee and refreshments in the kitchen
Various company events (parties, outings, barbecues, etc.)
Multisport card or Flexipass
Weekly breakfast in the office

Check our career page and office tour video https://jobs.ataccama.com/
Interested? You can apply on https://jobs.ataccama.com/qa-engineer
or send your CV to karolina.selmatova@ataccama.com
We are looking forward to meeting you!

